2. **Zero Hunger**

- **125,000 Employee Volunteer Hours** in 2017 to community causes, including foodbanks and hunger task forces - Our innovative refrigeration technologies improve energy efficiency and reduce food waste in the cold chain.

4. **Quality Education**

- **$5,029,250 Donated to United Way in 2017**

6. **Clean Water and Sanitation**

- **80% reduction** possible in water consumption using our BlueStream Hybrid Cooling System in power plants, data centers and district cooling systems.

7. **Affordable and Clean Energy**

- **32 Cities**

- **$16.7 Million in Philanthropic Contributions in 2017**

- In the areas of social services, education, arts, environment and health, including giving $500,000 annually to the Red Cross for disaster relief.

8. **Decent Work and Economic Growth**

- **91% increase in energy productivity** since 2002 across our global operations.

- We are the first U.S. signatory to the EP100 initiative and we achieved our U.S. Department of Energy Better Plants Challenge 25% energy intensity reduction goal across all U.S. industrial facilities three years early in 2016.

9. **Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure**

- **8,000 Batteries Recycled Every Hour**

10. **Reduced Inequalities**

- **As the world’s largest recycler of vehicle batteries, we launched the Responsible Battery Coalition in 2017 to promote the responsible lifecycle management of batteries with all chemistries.**

11. **Sustainable Cities and Communities**

- **5,200 fire safety devices installed in South Africa to protect more than 30,000 people against slum fires.**

- Our Asia Pacific Headquarters in Shanghai is the first "triple certified" green building in China.

12. **Responsive Consumption and Production**

- **42% Carbon Intensity Reduction** across our global operations since 2002.

- We have helped our customers save more than 26.4 million metric tons of CO₂e through Energy Savings Performance Contracts since 2000.

13. **Climate Action**

- We are a Delivery Partner for the Sustainable Energy for All Initiative participating in the Building Efficiency, District Energy, Industry Efficiency Accelerators and the Cooling for All initiative.

17. **Partnerships for the Goals**

- We also helped start the Global Battery Alliance with the World Economic Forum.

**Women in Technology**

- Our STEM Leadership Program supports K-12 education in science, technology, engineering and mathematics - Our Women in Technology internship program encourages young women to advance their education and careers in science.

In 2017, we launched the “Next Chapter” program for women in STEM fields who are returning to the workforce after a two- or more-year break in their careers.

**STEM Education**

- **$5,029,250 Donated to United Way in 2017**

**Global Partnerships**

- **As the world’s largest recycler of vehicle batteries, we launched the Responsible Battery Coalition in 2017 to promote the responsible lifecycle management of batteries with all chemistries.**

- **We are the first U.S. signatory to the EP100 initiative and we achieved our U.S. Department of Energy Better Plants Challenge 25% energy intensity reduction goal across all U.S. industrial facilities three years early in 2016.**